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1 Y42 experience  

1.1 Big warm hug welcome 

Delighted you have joined us on this journey of exploration for abundant 

vitality & growth towards a more joyful fulfilled life.  Having directly experienced 

stress and unhealthy lifestyles many people put themselves through, our passion is to 

help you build a sustainable path for healing & self-care, a deeper connection with 

your body & intuition, mental clarity, with a deep sense of abundance for a 

purposeful happy life… by being your authentic self.  

This retreat is “full-on” as we have gathered the best from age old practices such 

as Yoga & Buddhism, and combined with latest wellbeing hacks & practical 

psychology.  The goal is for you to leave feeling revitalised and inspired, armed with 

tools to creative positive daily habits for your on-going transformation of mind, body 

& spirit.  Supported by the growing Y42 community. 

   
 

1.2 Yogadipity | Manifesting Serendipity for Inspired Intuitive living 

If you’re here, you’re likely curious for something more… Perhaps a healthier lifestyle, 

more inspiration, deeper meaning, confidence to take risks and live fully, love & 

passion, authenticity & meaningful relationships.  To make the most of this beautiful 

life.  Stop existing and start living.  Isn’t that the point after all? 

Our purpose is to help you find clarity to create a purposeful 

life allowing your best self to shine.  To help you maintain a 

healthy body and mind, with techniques to deal with stress, 

connect to your inner peace and intuition to lead your best 

life.  As my granddad said “You’re only as old as your spine - 

you’re only as happy as in the present moment”.   

In modern language, we aim to reprogram your software (mind), boost your 

hardware (body) and upgrade your WiFi (connection to inspired intuition).  

 

1.3 Challenge yourself to experience fully 

You may experience things for the first time and you will be 

pushing your boundaries at many levels!  We encourage you 

lovingly to go with it with curiosity, an open mind and presence.  

And so request minimal use of technology, especially first thing in 

the morning and last thing before sleeping.  
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1.4 Feel into what you are ‘really’ feeling 

This sound strange!  Many of us rely on “experts”, 

“facts” & our logical brain (run by subconscious 

minds programmed by random events through 

childhood).  Hence much of our lives can be on 

auto-pilot through repeating patterns which don’t 

serve you - with little regard of what we are ‘really’ 

feeling and lack of trust for our higher intuition. 

Your body & mind are incredible, with the power to change your perception of 

“reality” in a second & hence how you feel, to heal itself & with the gift of intuition to 

be guided for the life you were born for without fear.  Hence use your time here to 

connect with what your body & heart is feeling and guiding you towards.  You only 

really feel alive when your heart is open. 

1.5 Magical authentic conversations…with a 

supportive community 

One of the most important aspects is to share what you 

are going through.  We will be doing this as a group, but 

plenty of free time to talk about what is ‘really’ going on 

for you – possible at a level that feels uncomfortable even 

with your loved ones.  It is through these conversations 

that you might shift patterns to help with your 

transformation.  Also what you share 

might help someone else, so all sharing always very welcome.  

Also invite each of us to offer new perspectives to each other, as 

sometimes easier as a Present listening to observe repeating 

software programs and help uncover the Positive/growth 

opportunity. 

We love questions, our instructors are very experienced & 

love to explore any topic –at anytime feel free to ask 

whatever comes to mind.  No such thing as a silly question.  

Science tells us that participating in a healthy community is very good for us.  The 

vibration of positive-minded people raises our vibrational frequency, and this shared 

joy elevates our spirits.  Yoga scriptures state that if we are imbalanced mentally, 

physically, or emotionally, then we are not living our true nature which is joy.  

Therefore, engaging with others trying to think happy thoughts helps us create 

happy thoughts as well. Positive energy creates 

and attracts more positive energy. Community 

that breeds higher vibration contributes to 

raising consciousness for all.  And so use this 

space to enable meaningful and supportive 

connections.   
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1.6 Detox process 

 

For some of you, physically it will be 

demanding to not have sugar, 

caffeine, wheat, nicotine, alcohol...& 

even solid food for a few days!   

The removal of these addictive 

artificial stimulants along with the 

physical cleansing practices are very 

powerful!   

Can experience chronic headaches, feeling unwell, lack of energy, jittery, 

emotional and so on.  We strongly encourage you to stick with it …if necessary use 

mild pain killers to ease withdrawal symptom & be gentle with yourself.   

 

1.7 Retreat guidance 

Technology | minimal tech usage 

please, especially first thing in the 

morning & before sleeping.  Also not 

using tech in communal areas – so 

more focus on being present, 

relaxing, reading/journaling and 

beautiful conversations.   

Quiet time | please keep conversations (& technology) to a minimum first thing in 

the morning before our meditative practice.  This will give us the best chance to 

quiet our minds together! 

Sleep | through this process you need more 

sleep than usual for the body to detox and 

heal itself.  Request after evening session, 

we keep things calm and aim to sleep by 

latest 10pm.   

Use of touch: for Yoga & breathwork we might include gentle touch to help with 

your practice, at anytime feel free to request no touch – we won’t be offended and 

infact great you are in tune with what you need. 

Please make efforts to attend all sessions, start on time & stick with detox.  We 

will be pushing you as want you to get the most from this, but listen to your body.  If 

anything doesn’t feel right, do what feels good for you & simply relax.  
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1.8 Why Y-42? 

 

Gold sticker for anyone that 

figured this out!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

The clue is Hitchhikers guide to the galaxy…we have a few copies to read, if you like 

super crazy creative intergalactic existential stories – you will enjoy this classic!   

Bottom line… epic adventures to find the answer to the "Ultimate Question of Life, 

the Universe, and Everything", which….after eons of calculations, was given simply as 

"42".  

And Y stands for Why.  And so Y42 for the ‘Ultimate’ Retreats as we deal with Mind, 

Body and Spirit…as well as the Why we want to do this…Purpose – We want to go 

deep!  Seemed like a good idea at the time… 
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2 Fledule | our flexible schedule & free time 
We have packed days, which we will need to feel into and respond to how we are 

doing – but we want to go for it with you!   

Free time | There are many options, tune into what you need & make the most out 

of having this special time just for you …staying away from tech as much as possible! 

• Sunbathing | our bodies are design 

to be in natural sunlight for optimal health.  

Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) is 

widespread & our unique Swedish sun 

simulators offer all the health giving 

benefits of sunlight…but safely!  No need 

to wear sunblock, expose as much skin as 

you’re comfortable as many times as you 

wish, close your eyes and relax.   

The light stimulates serotonin, melatonin, 

endorphins and other body function goodies! 

 

• Sauna & followed by a sea dip if you’re up for the full scandi-experience! 

 

• Journaling | very powerful! There is 

space in this handbook to write…please 

use it.  It evokes mindfulness & helps 

remain present. It presents an 

opportunity for emotional catharsis and 

helps brain regulate emotions. A bit of 

lost art, but powerful to help your journey   

 

• Art corner | allow your creative true nature be set free 

• Book a massage or 121 coaching  

• Reading uplifting books | we have range 

• Play the coaching game | 

a powerful & fun tool to have 

deeper conversations 

 

• Inversion table & Rebounder 

| very powerful boosters  

 

• Walk on the beach 

 

• Chill & Chat  

 

• Power nap 
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3 Yoga facts & being Present (Meditation & Mindfulness) 

3.1 What is the aim of Yoga?  

The literal meaning of yoga is “union” of 

mind + body + higher self, a centuries old 

guide to healthy living developed by ancient 

Indian Sages to improve quality of life and 

boost capacity for self-healing. Managing 

stress and calming the mind to enable 

connection with our higher intuitive self. 

Muscles developed in complementing 

harmony between muscle length and 

strength, for better posture and a healthy spine.  

In summary it’s a blend of physical exercise, psychological insight, philosophy and 

lifestyle to be healthier, happier, connect with intuition and directly experience our 

true peaceful higher nature. 

 

3.2 What are the origins of Yoga? 

Yoga is traced back to over 5,000 years, details uncertain due to its oral transmission 

of sacred texts and the secretive nature of its teachings.  For thousands of years 

teaching of Yoga was only for the select, designed by men and intended for men – 

who typically renounced the world and lived in seclusion. 

It is only recently that teachings are accessible to all, with nearly 1bn people 

practicing at some level worldwide.  Yoga is not just rooted in a physical culture 

of health and wellbeing, but is an entire approach to existence including values 

such as non-violence. 
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3.3 What is Hatha Yoga, and why focus on breathing (Pranayama) & 

Relaxation (Savasana)?  

Over the last few decades many different forms of yoga have been developed to 

cater for western mindset and lifestyle.  Hatha Yoga is a slow paced meditative 

practice for flexibility, strength, vitality and calming the mind.  Literally means "force" 

and alludes to the system of physical exercises (Asanas) and breath control 

(Pranayama).  

Pranayama is the control of breath and lies at the 

heart of Yoga.  It clears physical and emotional 

obstacles to free the breath and so the flow of prana - life 

energy.  It is the life force that both energises and 

relaxes the body and mind; literal translation is 

“extension of life force”.  

Relaxation is the time to receive your yoga practice and absorb benefits. To 

integrate all that has happened physically, mentally, emotionally, energetically and 

spiritually - to let it all soak in and practice letting go.  It brings a deep state of rest to 

release stress, calm the central nervous system, release muscular tension and 

rejuvenate. 

3.4 Why Meditate?   

Meditation is ultimately the goal of any yoga practice to bring 

about greater mental focus and “thoughtpower”, support 

immune system, increase physical vitality, greater emotional 

balance and better sleep.  Call it “brain training”… 

Confusion gives way to clarity, discovering creative positive 

solution to daily issues.  As practice deepens gain glimpses of 

greater inner peace, well-being, positivity and a deep trust with 

insights for your path in life. 

3.5 Is Mindfulness the same as Meditation? 

During Meditation you focus on the present to still the mind and experience your 

inner self, preventing the mind from dwelling on the past or worrying about the 

future (Awareness of Inner Life).  Similarly Mindfulness is the practice of present 

moment awareness, but also applied to waking situations.  It’s a way of active 

awareness of what's happening in the present moment in your mind, body and 

surroundings – without judgement (Awareness of Outer Life).  Combining the informal 

wakeful awareness of daily mindfulness with a formal meditation. practice, is a 

potent combination 

to increase happiness 

with each enhancing 

practice of the other.  
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Mindfulness states most activity is without full awareness such 

as eating meals without tasting the food, showering without 

noticing the feeling of the water or driving…hence most of 

our lives are spent in “unconscious haze”.   Also 

multitasking and addiction to technology leads us to do too 

much at once, without focusing fully on each stage of the 

experience.  Lack of awareness also prevents us from listening 

to our bodies when we need nutrition, rest, exercise, or hydration.  E.g. leading to 

overeating or eating unhealthy foods unconsciously. 

Mindful listening also improves relationships because listening with 

patience, trust, acceptance, and an open mind strengthens our 

ability to understand and relate.  Listening with full attention to 

words, voice, and feelings—listening as though it were the first 

time you ever met this person or heard them speak…without 

second guessing, judging, or waiting for it to be your turn to talk. 

With it’s Buddhism origin, 

Mindfulness is also a way of 

being in the world similar to 

Yogic philosophy.  A way of 

living day-to-day consciously 

with the ultimate goal to make healthy, long-term, loving, peaceful, compassionate 

choices - and have all actions and reactions reflect those choices. 

3.6 What are Chakras 

Chakras are energy centers that regulate all body processes, from organ function to 

the immune system and emotions - literally means “wheel” by association with its 

function as a vortex of spinning energy interacting with our physical and 

psychological systems. 

Yogis view the body in physical and energetic form; it is within the energy body 

we find chakras.  These are meeting points of the energetic pathways of the body 

known as the nadiis (similar to meridians in Chinese tradition).  Our life force (Prana) 

use these pathways to energise the body and maintain physical and emotional 

health. 

The seven main chakras span the area from the base of the tailbone at the pelvic 

floor to the top of the head - each correspond to different physical and emotional 

states. 

It is essential the main chakras stay open, balanced and energised - if there is 

a blockage energy cannot flow and disease/emotional problems manifest.  
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Yoga poses, Breathing (Pranayama) and Meditation are a great way to cleanse, 

balance and activate the chakra system. 

 

 

3.7 Is Yoga a religion?  

While elements are found in Hinduism/Buddhism, the numerous practices involving 

body, breath, mind, along with transcendent goal of direct experience, are not 

characteristic of religion nor practiced holistically by devotees .  

It is not religion in the form of ideology, dogma, belief systems, or compliance; but it 

can be a spiritual journey by directly experiencing our true peaceful nature.   

Yoga is the science of the Self; it is a science because its effects are predictable if 

the ways are followed.  It embraces all religions and diversity – as sees 

“oneness” in everything and in every being.   
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3.8 What is the philosophy (Vedanta)?  

Yoga means “union”, it is joining together aspects of 

ourselves which were never divided in the first place.  

Vedanta is the philosophy evolved from the Vedas, 

which are a collection of ancient Indian scriptures.  It 

affirms the oneness of existence, the divinity of the soul 

and harmony of all religions . 

According to Vedanta, God is infinite existence, infinite 

consciousness, and infinite bliss.  It is non-dualistic (unity 

of all) and monotheistic (one god/consciousness as the creator); it accepts all 

religions as true and regards the various deities of the different faiths as 

diverse manifestations of the one.  It is believed there are as many different 

Cosmic energies as there are human beings, as each one of us are manifestation of 

it, but only one Supreme universal consciousness from which everything has come. 

 

3.9 Music & Sanskrit Mantras 

As said by ancient Greeks, “Music is an art imbued with power to penetrate into 

the very depths of the soul”.  Great music nourishes in many ways and on many 

levels.  It inspires, relaxes and energizes.  It leads us into new emotional states 

instantly.   

Yogis understood immense influence of sound 

and in particular the power of Sanskrit Mantras.  

Sanskrit has a documented history of 3,500 years 

and known as “the language of the gods”.  It is 

said to originate from Sages who heard the 

sounds in deep meditation, and hence the 

vibrations are said to release powerful 

energies.  

Mantras (or affirmations) 

are repeated to clear the 

mind, remove energy 

blockages, raise vibrations, 

open the heart and feel 

inner peace.  A Sanskrit 

mantra is mystical energy in 

the form of a sound 

structure.  Every mantra 

contains within its 

vibration a specific 

power, upon repetition its power and energy manifest new thought patterns.  
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According to Yogis, the Sanskrit mantras are 

energetically powerful, but you can also 

incorporate positive affirmations as part of your 

daily routines. 

What you consistently speak with emotional 

intensity, you will experience, you will create, 

and you will become.   

The words you speak with emotional 

conviction become the life you live… 
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4 Breathwork 

4.1 What is breathwork 

It is a bit of a new trend in self-development, some call 

it Yoga/Meditation 2.0 due to its very powerful 

benefits...a bit of a “hack”.  It’s an advanced 

breathing technique (Conscious Connected 

Breathing is what we practice), a safe and natural 

way to feel deeply relaxed & joyful, release trauma & 

gain clarity of mind.  For some an experience of 

"the real you" behind the veils of fears & trauma, 

limiting beliefs, ego masks and other barriers.  

4.2 How does it work 

Through filling yourself with energy and oxygen, the 

body is powered to heal itself.  This can mean 

releasing emotional traumas, clearing accumulated 

tension or self-limiting patterns, which may be 

holding you back either subconsciously or 

consciously.  Also tapping into our intuitive insights to 

guide our lives and realise the true potential of our 

unique talents of who we were born to be.   

Mostly we keep ourselves busy, distracted and 

don't give the body nourishment it needs to do 

what it is designed to do naturally.  When breathing we give ourselves space, 

time and permission/intent to heal & transform, powering body with huge amounts 

of Oxygen/Prana/energy that body uses as it needs at physical,  energetic & 

emotional levels.  

 

4.3 Benefits and what you might feel 

Works at many different deep levels as a powerful 

healer for your body, mind, emotions, and to connect 

with your higher Intuition.  Can feel like a relief or 

release, freedom, energy and confidence to follow 

your dreams, balance & harmony, love & connection 

at many levels and mental clarity…as my teacher says, 

he feels like a genius… & he is! :-)  

Our teacher’s experience was on a yoga mat and 

even as a buddhist monk on a meditation cushion for 

years.  He experienced more in one session of 

breathwork then his whole time on other techniques!  
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Physical level | Can get Tetany or claw hands, itchy legs, dizzy, dry throat, hot/cold 

flushes, energy movements/tensions in body or tears for no reason.  

Mind and emotions | Can feel tension in the brain and then a release followed by 

vivid mental clarity.  Deeply relaxed and clear of thoughts, but some get powerful 

visualisations which might hold deep meaning.  Some can be blessed to go through 

deep emotional trauma releases.  Making noises, expressing emotions very 

welcome, by doing so it might help others also feel into their experience. 

Cosmic/Connection | Practice has nothing to do with any 

religious or spiritual beliefs, it is just a personal experience.  For some 

can be a very profound cosmic type connection and experience 

of who we really are… 

Some may just feel relaxed lying down & listening to nice music…and that’s it!  

Which is good too…when did you last take that time for yourself to just relax.  The 

main thing is to trust that your body will do whatever it needs to heal and rejuvenate 

itself, every persons experience is different, and each experience will be different. 

4.4 What to do through the session and after | sharing your journey 

The invitation is to breathe through whatever comes up, with a curiosity for the 

experience and what might be on the other side...you can set an intent for a 

breathwork session, such as a particular situation, relationship, something limiting 

you, goal or emotion…or just go with the flow and see what comes up. 

It is WORK and there will be barriers to go through… encourage you to work 

hard, keep the breathing strong, stay present and not get lost in thoughts/check-

out.  As this is how you will get the biggest healing and transformational experience.  

But ofcourse if it feels too intense you can slow down your breath at any time. 

Critical to this process is to share your experience with others.  As this can 

deepen your experience by verbalising what you might otherwise not be clear 

about, and also will likely help others.  We will be doing this as a group after each 

breathwork, but do encourage you to continue the enquiry with each other 

afterwards.  What did you feel? What questions came up?  What visions did you 

have? What might that mean for you moving forward?  

Trauma healing type conversations especially welcome…first stage 

to acknowledge it and having the courage to articulating it with a 

witness can be very healing.  It can then burn off…welcome it, feel 

it, get used to talking about it and it will discharge...  

This can be a very deep process for many, so following be kind to yourself, relax, 

journaling can be very powerful, and ofcourse continue to share with each other if 

that feels right.  Lots of water always good, but especially recommended after a 

Breathwork.  The main thing is to enjoy your very special journey!  
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5 Detox & Nutrition 

5.1 Detox and Fasting 

There is no greater gift you can give yourself then to 

rejuvenate your health and energy by taking care of 

your £1bn body as it deserves!  Imagine how we take 

care of a prize race horse, the best diet, rest & 

exercise…yes many of us undervalue our own bodies 

worth exponentially more.  

We will help you break patterns & cleanse your 

system to get rid of waste and toxicity.  Part of this is to 

manage your emotions so you value and enjoy the process to build a new you.   

We recommend regular colonics to eliminate toxins built up over time, exercise the 

colon muscles and remove parasites which most of us have.  

Fasting on a regular basis is a core part of 

many traditions and the many benefits are 

now backed by science.  Animals fast 

naturally to aid the natural healing process.  It 

cleanses & revitalises your body, gives your 

system a rest, eliminates toxins and helps with 

mental clarity whilst also developing willpower.  

Post fast important to introduce light solid foods 

gently and in small quantities – eating high 

water content live alkalizing foods and 

vegetable soups.  Intermittent fasting gaining 

popularity which is limiting eating window per day.  

Remember, nothing tastes as good as absolute health…to live the life you 

were born for with vitality!   

 

5.2 Lymphasize to detox body & nasal cleansing 

The lymph system is the detox system of the body responsible for carrying away 

dead cells and toxic materials. This is a critical function and if this were to shut down 

we would die within a day.  We can stimulate the system through dry skin brushing, 

inversions/trampoline, sauna and lymphatic massage. 

Nasal cleansing | Neti is important for maintaining 

freedom of breath, combating pollution & preventing 

colds.  Should be done every morning, once you get 

used to it, it’s like brushing your teeth and can’t 

imagine not doing it!  Also good to do after a 

flight/travelling to prevent germs spreading.   
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5.3 Healthy eating and Alkalinity 

Remember all disease starts on your plate!  We are literally 

what we eat, hence a high emphasis on quality of food to 

bring vitality, health and emotional balance.   

Maintaining a proper ratio between acid and alkaline 

good is of vital importance to maintaining health – 

simply too much acidity in the body’s tissues is the cause of 

cell mutation, which leads to disease.  A ratio of 4 parts 

alkaline to 1 part acid is the ideal balance.  

Predominantly plant-based and hence Alkaline, a yogic diet ensure food gets 

energy directly from the sun, the source of all life.  It should ideally be organic, freshly 

prepared, natural, not refined or processed, not overly spicy and not microwaved.   

A core Yogic value is non-violence (Ahimsa), and so avoids foods that involve 

harming animals.  A vegetarian diet is also proven to have significant health 

benefits such as controlling weight, cholesterol, blood pressure, diabetes, dementia, 

and cancer due to hormones and chemicals animals have ingested (as well as for 

environmental reasons). 

 

5.4 How we eat and avoiding over-eating 

Yogis believe food is our first interaction with the world around us, and if we do not 

eat with a sense of love, connection, and peace, all other facets of our lives can 

suffer.   

Most important food should be prepared and eaten with love and positive intention, 

in peaceful surrounding with full attention.  Food should be chewed well and 

critical not to overeat. Even our juices should be taken slowly and chewed. 

Mindful eating helps you eat to nourish your body, instead of satisfy cravings or 

without any consciousness.   

Many of us overeat or make poor food choices due to 

emotional reasons such as stress, depression or boredom 

– due to patterns we have picked up through childhood.   

Another reason for over-eating is not being hydrated, 

we are actually thirsty.  The easiest thing you can do to 

control your weight is to drink a class of water at least 30 

mins before meal times. 

 

Also no snack in between meals, allowing space in between meals to allow for 

optimal nutrient absorption and to give the digestion system a rest.  Typically 2-3 

regular meals per day, with a light meal in the evening.   
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5.5 Supplements 

 

Green foods | Chlorophyll is an element found in green 

plant life and is a powerful protector and healer to the 

body by helping to purify and cleanse the blood, improving 

function of our essential organs & digestive system.  

Examples are Spirulina, Chlorella and Wheatgrass  - we will 

be adding a “miracle green” superfood mix to our water. 

Pre/Probiotics | Friendly micro-organisms mainly healthy flora in our systems by 

inhibiting the growth of bad bacteria and aiding digestion of nutrients. Natural 

sources are Kefir, live yogurt, raw sauerkraut which are needed daily.  We will be 

providing a high quality supplement.  

Udo’s oil | Essential fatty acids are required by every cell and the 

body cannot make it – so absolutely essential it is obtained from 

foods for optimal health of organs, skin, metabolism, digestion, 

cardiovascular system, immune system and the brain – the 2 

essential fatty acids are Omega3’s and 6’s.  These are from olive 

oil, flax seed oil, avocado, sunflower seeds, walnuts – we are 

providing a high quality source and recommend as part of your daily routine.  

(Avoid hydrogenated fats like margarine, Butter OK, Ghee/Coconut oil for frying) 

Vitamin D | Most of us do not get enough natural sunlight and Vit D deficient, 

especially through winter.  Do make use of Real Sunlight sunbathing, but we also 

provide a supplement to give you a boost. 

All rounder multi-vitamin | A supplement to provide an all round boost of nutrients.   

5.6 Hydration 

All diet tells you to ditch sodas & juices and start 

hydrating with water.  Drinking water is 

essential to your health we are nearly 70% 

water after all — flushing toxins & impurities 

from your body, to absorb vitamins & nutrients, 

promoting digestion and bowel function, 

energizing muscles, keeping brain sharp and 

even adding moisture to your hair and skin. 

Drinking water is healthy. But does drinking 

water help you lose weight? Research says.. yes!  The obvious reason is that drinking 

water fills up the stomach and so we consume less.  Also dehydration is often 

masked as feelings of hunger, making you think that you need to eat when you 

really just need to hydrate. 
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Please keep your water bottles filled and 

keep sipping on it throughout the day.  Ideally 

never go more than 20 minutes without sipping 

water – and drink at least a glass first thing in the 

morning. 

Electrolytes | Crucial to keep your nervous 

system, muscles functioning & internal 

environment balanced. We’ve added to water, especially have when using sauna.  

 

5.7 Sorry, addictions your time is up! 

Sugar | You know the 

score - you must 

minimize/give-up. It’s the 

most addicted, very 

acidic & creates a thriving 

environment for serious 

disease. 

 

Coffee/tea/coke | Artificially stimulates your nervous system causing stress, anxiety 

and sleep issues & very addictive.   

Once your system gets used to it, there isn’t a 

“high”, there is just dependence.  It increases 

secretion of acid inhibiting absorption of nutrients.  

Studies have shown a link between caffeine and 

diseases.  Coffee is pure acid, a healthy body 

maintains a blood pH of 7.3, Coffee is 5.1 which 

disturbs the central balance of your cells.  

 

Other high acid forming foods | Minimise meats, 

wheat, dairy & ofcourse alcohol such as beer…sorry!  

The more acid foods you have…the more you 

crave.  Have to break cycle with new daily habits 

and observe any emotional eating patterns.  Can 

“zag” once a week to keep sane      ! 
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6 Love the game | Yogadipity & being in Peak state 
 

6.1 Mind Matrix | Reprogram the software 

 

At Y42 we take an integrated approach towards revitalising Mind, Body & Spirit.  Our 

Mind is simply software programmed through random childhood 

experiences.  These experiences become your ‘rules’ for the type of life you believe 

you deserve.  

 

 Many of us get unconsciously stuck in patterns E.g. Why do all my partners treat 

me like this (when the common denominator is you!), or repeated 

arguments/situations making you feel & react in a certain way.   

 

In this section we provide insights to help with your observation of how your mind is 

programmed – and which patterns may not be serving you.  It’s quite simple – first 

observe that they are just repeating patterns (not reality), and then take control and 

re-program your mind!   
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6.2 Living in Peak state, a beautiful state every day | make it a habit 

 

Our minds are incredibly powerful and manifest the reality we believe we 

deserve and associate ourselves with.  E.g. Placebo effect proven.  

What controls our lives are the meanings we associated to situations which are 

shaped by our world view (beliefs & values we have created).  Can change state 

and master emotion by 3 powerful forces: 

 

1. Physiology | How use physical body such as 

breath, posture & movement 

2. Focus |What you focus on you feel 

3. Language |Change meaning of an experience 

 

 

 

Powerful daily tools include Priming (daily 10mins technique), Gratitude (trade 

expectation for appreciation) and Affirmations which we will experience.   

Building positive daily habits is key to your progress…but small baby steps.  It can 

take 66 days to completely break an old habit, longer to build a new one.  

Celebrate small steps on journey – make it fun! 
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6.3 6 Human needs  

 

 

Why do we do what we do?  What 

creates a Nelson Mandela vs. a suicide 

bomber?   

No matter who you are, there are 6 

human needs encoded into our 

nervous system over centuries that 

need to be fulfilled.   

These are fundamental drivers that 

drive our actions and quality of 

relationships for example.  

By observation, there may be a more 

fulfilling way to meet needs, or infact 

re-balance priorities towards more 

higher fulfilling needs. 

Bottom line: If Certainty & 

Significance are your top needs, you 

will struggle to feel fulfilled & build 

meaningful relationships… 

 

6.4 Primary fears destroying your progress 

What stops us from moving forward?  The answer is fear which destroy our 

psychology and immobilise us from 

taking action.  Fear is hardwired into our 

subconscious, especially in survival brain – 

there are 2 primary fears:  

We are not enough and we won’t be 

Loved (which is oxygen of the soul).   

The secret is learning how to use fear as a powerful motivator, dance with it instead 

of it ruling your life.   

Instead find your passion (the WHY), your driving force which creates emotion to 

inspire you to build new habits and take action.  You are happiest when are 

making progress, it’s never about goals, it’s who you become through the journey.  
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6.5 4 Pillars of Wellbeing & creating daily habits 

This covers the hardware (body), software (mind), wifi (connection to inspired 

intuition) …and hence ability to share your gifts with your tribe. 
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6.6 Feeling  

 

How much awareness do we give to how we are really feeling.  If someone asks, do 

we say “good” or “not too bad”, “surviving”…do we feel into the sophistication 

of what we are capable of feeling or have we been trained to close it down.   

Our breathwork teacher’s mission is to help people ‘feel’ and that’s it!  As if we can 

truly connect with our higher intuition through our feelings, more conscious choices 

and relationships can be formed. 
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6.7 Relationships 

Wow a big topic we could do a whole retreat around, maybe one day, as this is the 

most important to feel truly alive & connected.  The purpose of relationships is to 

magnify the human experience.   

Successful relationships navigate the 6 human needs traps (Certainty & 

Significance) with awareness, understand cognitive diversity and importantly 

recognise that relationships are a place to share & care.  It’s not a place to get 

something, but a place to go to give.  Quality of relationships is in direct proportion 

to the amount of yourself you’re able to share with someone. 

For intimate relationships, Polarity is a massive concept 

(that is honouring the masculine & feminine energies in 

our world of equality).  Without polarity there is no 

attraction.   

A simple check list of what destroys relationships for 

women/men which we will discuss: 

Women | Unsafe, Unseen & not Understood (communication differences) 

Men |Criticised (don’t disguise as Coaching!), Controlled, Closed (closed heart) 

 

Consider what your ideal relationship would feel like. Many of us are stuck in patterns 

learnt from childhood.  Who would you need to become to attract that?  
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6.8 Play the Game | The gift of an opponent 

 

Many traditions share philosophies of this “earth 

game”, including concept of an opponent.  

Without an opponent, there is no game… 

As we are by the sea we can connect with 

analogies such as can’t stop the waves, but 

can learn to surf.  Infact can’t surf without the 

waves, can float in stationary waters – but where 

is the fun in that after a while.   

Yogi’s talk 

about the sea as consciousness, and each of us as 

waves as an individual expression but ultimately 

part of the sea.  And so on…we can discuss 

infinitum if into this kind of stuff…  

Bottom line is that our “problems” are infact 

our gifts for growth, without which our life would be ‘dull’.  You may have heard 

“every problem is an opportunity”.  Change brings loss and loss brings grief.  But loss 

also represent freedom, like a fresh green shoot, the start of something new.  

If getting stuck in a particular repeated pattern 

• I have lost, what have I gained? 

• Where is the opportunity in my problem, and what are possible solutions? 

• What is good about this situation, no matter how small or insignificant? 

• Does this situation have a positive aspect?  

• Can I open myself up to my feelings a little more?   

• Who can I turn to for support? 

• What can I learn and how can I grow? 

• Am I flowing with the situation, or fighting and resisting?  

 

Face into Obstacles – challenge with logic 

& strategies we are learning 

• Fear, doubt, worry, guilt  

• Trouble making decisions  

• Stress 

• I have no time 

• Feel stuck/no options (mind mapping)  

• Limiting beliefs 

• Conflicts with ‘That’ person (Appreciation, 

active listening & what is growth through this)  
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7 Manifest your spectacular year 

7.1 Your exploration 

To manifest the life you want to live, we may explore topics 

such as your strengths, ambitions and obstacles holding you 

back, to build an approach to keep you motivated to achieve 

your goals.  All your answers are within, we are catalysts for 

you to discover your intuitive insights and true path in life.  To 

help your journey of self-exploration below some areas for 

personal reflection, to gain better awareness to break 

obstacles & achieve your ambitions. 

 

 

7.2 Wheel of life | Where are you in life?  Is there a big question? 

 

The Wheel of Life is a way to take a good, hard look at each facet of your life, and 

rate its relative quality level, so you can uncover which areas need more attention 

than others. Consider each area like a spoke of a wheel - When one of the spokes is 

shorter than the others, it can throw the whole thing off balance. By getting this 

“helicopter” view of your life, you can identify where you are excelling and 

where there is room for improvement – to discover where the gaps are between 

where you are today and where you want to be. 

Too many people are caught up with making a living –not designing their life. 

But to design your life, you must first create your map of where you are today:  

 

HEALTH & VITALITY | health, wellness, and the general state of your physical body 

MIND & MEANING |peace of mind, emotional stability, and psychology 

LOVE & RELATIONSHIPS |quality of your current intimate relationship? If you are not 

currently in an intimate relationship, please rate your past or most recent relationship 

PRODUCTIVITY & PERFORMANCE |How effectively do you meet and complete 

each outcome you set for yourself each day 

CAREER & BUSINESS | How happy & fulfilled are you by your work 

WEALTH & LIFESTYLE |How comfortable do you feel about your financial situation -- 

both present and future? 

LEADERSHIP & IMPACT | How happy are you in your ability to lead, help and 

contribute to the lives of others? 
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• Rate each area of your life from 1 (Unsatisfied) to 10 (Totally satisfied) 

• Which 2 would you like to move forward? 

• Why & how would that feel? 

• What actions to move forward? 

 

 

  

Health & Vitality

Mind & Meaning

Love & 

Relationships

Productivity & 

Performance

Career & Business

Wealth & Lifestyle

Leadership & 

Impact

FINDING BALANCE IN YOUR LIFE
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7.3 What are your strengths & gifts, when do you feel in the zone 

 Discover your authentic self.  Reconnect to your values, 

gifts, passions, and purpose. Everything changes when 

your true self starts leading your life.   

Each of us is unique in the whole existence of 

mankind – if you think about – that is incredible!  

Unique DNA, fingerprint & gifts born with to share.  

List at least 10 things that make you special/are great at: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

List at least 10 moments you are proud of: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

List at least 3 attractive physical features - even a cute pinkie/shapely ear lobe!  

 

 

There are many tools to help us better understand ourselves, therefore how to 

experience the gifts of others & better relationships.  What is your Myers-Briggs 

type & what insights from that  www.16personalities.com  

http://www.16personalities.com/
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7.4 Your story | strongest need is to stay consistent with how you have 

defined yourself 

 

What has been the story of your life?  How have you defined 

yourself in the past?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is your new story? How want to define yourself – 

what is your new identity, who are you committed to 

becoming?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What will it take to get there? Which 

emotions will you use as fuel to create 

your new story? 
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7.5 Where need a breakthrough / what’s holding you back 

  

If keep going as-is…how will life go?  Likely it will be “OK”, but is 

that good enough?  That’s the predictable future vs. created 

future where you take responsibilities for breakthrough.  To help 

enquiry, can pick an Angel card – what means for you? 

 

Where need a breakthrough? 

 

 

 

 

Why? 

 

 

 

 

What’s holding you back? E.g. A limiting belief, something that has happened in 

the past, a habit, an emotion, fear, confidence, a relationship… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What will it feel like to have conquered this?  
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7.6 Purpose 

We all need a northstar, a strong emotional 

reason to help us combat fear and laziness!  

Something that gives meaning and deep 

fulfilment to intervene in the drift of life.   

 

▪ If you had all the money in the world, 

how would you spend your time? 

▪ What does your perfect day look like?  

▪ What activities set your soul on fire, you 

feel naturally energised? 

▪ What did you love deep down before 

the world told you to get practical 

Then string bits of randomness together 

& find common themes. Let your 

creativity reign, and don’t fret if you 

can’t make a connection right away. 

Sometimes, it helps to sleep on it and 

let your subconscious work..  

Keep it Simple… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What does breakthrough mean with lens of your purpose?  
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7.7 2020 Goals  & action plan 

 

Fulfilment is about making progress!  It’s never about achieving the goals (how 

long does the happiness last until you’re on to the next thing), it about who you 

become through the journey.   

It’s all about baby steps and PROGRESS.   

 

 

To manifest your transformation need to start talking action and this is the cycle 

a. Gratitude 

b. Goals 

c. Quick wins and Longer term plans (Daily habits) 

d. Determine what will best motivate you & hold you accountable  

e. Gratitude: celebrate your growth and enjoy the beautiful life you’re building 
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What is your action plan you want to take 

responsibility for?  Very important to feel into the 

‘Why’… 

 

  

 

Tops 3 Goals for 2020? 

 

 

 

3 things holding you back? 

 

 

 

Why important to achieve? 

 

 

 

 

What’s going great in your life today? 
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WHAT WHY HOW (Quick) HOW (Longer term) 
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7.8 Summary for coaching 

To help coaching sessions please complete in readiness 

7.8.1 PERSONAL HISTORY 

a. Name your three greatest accomplishments? 

 

 

b. What is the hardest thing you have ever had to overcome? 

 

c. Who are your major role models? 

 

d. What major transitions have you had in the past two years? (e.g. 

approaching new decade, new relationship, new job, new role, new 

residence, changes in children’s stages of life, separation, divorce, death of a 

loved one, birth of a child, marriage etc.) 

 

7.8.2 YOUR LIFE 

e. What is your Myers-Briggs type & what insights from that  

www.16personalities.com 

 

a. Who are the key people in your life and what do they provide for you? 

 

b. Is your life one of your choosing? If not, which parts are being chosen for you? 

 

c. On a scale of 1 – 10, 10 = HIGH, provide a number that represents your 

current level/degree of stress.  What are your primary stressors? 

 

 

d. List 5 things you are tolerating in your life at present. (e.g. 

job dissatisfaction, relationship/family stress, financial stress, low self-

esteem, personal limitations, etc...) 

 

 

http://www.16personalities.com/
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7.8.3 COACHING PREFERENCES 

a. What would you like your Coach to do if you get behind on 

your goals?  

 

b. How will you know you are receiving value from Coaching? 

 

 

c. What types of approaches discourage you or take away your motivation? 

 

 

d. How can your Coach best support you? Place following in order of 

importance. 1= Most Important 

 

 Brainstorming strategies /Strategic planning   

 Support, encouragement, validation  

 Accountability, checking up on goals  

 Suggesting action steps  

 Insight into who you are & your potential; what you can become/accomplish 

 Exploring obstacles to your success / self-improvement programs  

 Directness: asking hard questions & challenging you to move forward  

 

7.8.4 POTENTIAL & POSSIBILITY 

 

a. What are the 3 goals you want to achieve over next 3/6 months? 

 

b. What are the 3 biggest changes you want to make in next 3 years? 

 

c. Do you have a personal or professional vision? If so what is it? 

 

 

d. What would you like to contribute to the world? 

 

 

e. What is a dream or goal you have given up on? What part of yourself, if 

any, have you given up on? 

 

 

On a scale of 1 to 10 (10= HIGH), rate quality of your life today (include 

insights from completing Wheel of life section 7.2):  


